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Community Swabber 

 Recruitment FAQs  

Should I apply for this role? 

The role of Community Swabber is a unique job in the health services and is very 
much a vital role in the responsive management of COVID-19 in Ireland.  

If you are interested and available to take up a job we welcome your application for 
this role.  

You don’t need healthcare experience to apply.  You will receive full training to carry 

out the job.  If you are good with dealing with people, enjoy working in a procedure 

based busy environment and can work in a physical job with lots of movement and 

stranding- please apply!   

 

What does a Community Swabber do?  

The Community Swabber will undertake swabbing and administrative duties as part of 
the Community Testing Team. Swabbing can take place in Community Test Centres, 
home-based testing, out break testing, residential care facilities and specific work 
locations. This means a key element of this role is flexibility to work in these different 
locations and with varying work patterns.  

The Community Swabber takes swabs from the nose and throat of persons who have 
been referred for testing as they may have COVID-19. The Community Swabber will 
wear Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to carry out the role. The role can quite 
physical with standing, bending and working outdoors, sometimes in inclement 
weather. The Community Swabber will receive full training to carry out this role and 
will be supported by the team. 

The Community Swabber will swab the public for testing- this will include adults, 
children, babies and those with disabilities such as intellectual disabilities. Maintaining 
confidentiality is an important part of the role. 

There is also an administrative element to the job- this includes 
confirming patient details, labelling tubes, packaging swabs- attention to 
detail is important in this role. 

The Community Swabbing role is a role that was developed in response to managing 
COVID-19 in Ireland. There will peaks and troughs in the number of suspected cases 
of COVID-19. If testing centre demand decreases, the Community Swabber will work 
in the administrative function of the Community and return to Community Swabbing 
when the need for testing increases- professional agility is part of this role. 

The job specification for this role offers more detail on the duties of the role, the 
requirements of the role and skills needed to carry it out. Please read the job 
specification and consider your ability to meet those requirements before you apply 
for this role. 
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We aim to start the recruitment clearance process soon after you apply.  Due to the 
urgency of these roles for some Test Centres, interviews may take place and job 
offers may commence while the application period remains open, therefore we 
recommend you apply as soon as possible.  
 
I am an agency worker, can I apply for this campaign?  

Yes, you can apply. This is an open recruitment campaign. Any applicant who is 

meets the eligibility criteria is invited to apply. You don’t need healthcare experience 

to apply.  You will receive full training to carry out the job.   

 

Employment Contract Type 

Who will my employer be? 

Candidates appointed from this recruitment initiative will be HSE employees and 
receive HSE contracts of employment.  

We are being joined in this recruitment initiative by CPL Healthcare who are 
supporting the HSE in appointing candidates into HSE contracts of employment.  

What types of employment contracts will be available? 

The contacts of employment available are Specified Purpose Contracts (contract 
length will be indicated at job offer stage) with initial assignment to COVID 19 
Testing Services.  

It is likely that whole time (full time) and part time contracts of employment will be 
available, in with candidates’ availability and Test Centres’ staff requirements.  

Will I get a permanent contract of employment from this? 

At this point the contracts of employment are temporary.    

Filling in the Online Form 

How do I apply? 

You must complete the online application form.  Once you have submitted your 
application form you cannot make any changes to it, you will however have the 
ability to view your completed application.  If you submit more than one application, 
we will accept the first application only.  
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In the instance that you are not in a position to complete your application in full at a 

particular point in time, you have the option to go back into your application via the 

link received and update your incomplete application where necessary. 

Once you have completed and submitted your application you will receive a copy of 

your application via email.  We recommend you use a personal email address to 

which you have regular access.      

I want to update my contact details after I apply, how do I that? 

We will give you guidance on how to update your information after you have applied 
for the campaign e.g. change of telephone number.  

Will the application form take long to complete? 

This is a short application form and not all sections of the application form are 
mandatory, but some are and these are clearly outlined.  

 

We recommend you start as soon as possible so we can start offering jobs as soon 
as possible based on Test Centre service needs.  As COVID-19 is very present in 
Ireland we may invite candidates to interview as soon as they apply and before the 
indicated closing date.   

 
The form asks for your contact details, employment status, your achievement of the 
eligibility criteria, educational achievements (if any), career history, referees, your 
location preference and document uploads (if required).  It is a good idea to confirm 
early with your referee that you are listing them and their contact details.   
 
We also recommend you apply before any indicated closing date and time in case you 
face any technical issues.   Once the closing date and time has passed the application 
process will close and will no longer be available.   
 

Tips for Application Form Completion 

The application form has tips and pointers at the beginning of each section to support 
you in completing it.  You will see what information we need now (mandatory) and 
what information you can give later in the recruitment process (if required).  
 
The form asks for information and documentation to be provided where available.  This 
is to ensure that the recruitment process can start immediately and avoid delays in 
appointments.  
 

 
I have not heard anything from you yet- did you get my application? 
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If you have registered correctly you will receive a copy of your application back to 
your email listed in the application form. If you did not receive these please try to 
apply again before the listed closing date and time. If you continue to encounter 
problems with this please contact the help desk by clicking the following link: Help 
Desk 

Queries about technical issues with the form should only be addressed to the Help 
Desk.  

Why do you look for documents to be uploaded during the application 
process? 

We ask for documentation to be uploaded to accompany your online application form 
as our application form is built in such a way to expedite the whole recruitment 
process.  You can skip the uploads part of the application form, but if possible we 
ask you to upload these at application stage as it will help the recruitment of 
Swabbers happen more quickly. 

This documentation (Leaving certificate/ statement of results or documentation that 
demonstrates your achievement of equivalent standard. Non – EEA Applicants - 
Copy of your passport with current immigration stamp & Cert of Registration) is 
documentation that is needed to prove your eligibility for this campaign. 

I have an educational award that is higher than a leaving certificate- do I still 
need to upload a copy of my leaving certificate? 
 

No, you do not need to upload a copy of your leaving certificate if you have achieved 
an educational award that is higher than a leaving certificate award. In this case you 
upload a copy of your higher educational award e.g. a degree, a masters etc. 
You can view what level educational awards are at on the website http://www.nfq-
qqi.com/ 
 

I have my leaving certificate/ equivalent exam/ higher qualifications but I don’t 
have a copy to hand, can I still apply?  

Yes you can still apply, follow the instructions in the application form and you will see 
what you need to do in this instance.  

How can I get a copy of my leaving certificate results? 

Details of how to do this is available on 

https://www.examinations.ie/index.php?l=en&mc=ca&sc=exr 

What is an examination of “at least Equivalent Standard” to a leaving 
certificate? 

https://hbsrecruitmentservices.kayako.com/
https://hbsrecruitmentservices.kayako.com/
http://www.nfq-qqi.com/
http://www.nfq-qqi.com/
https://www.examinations.ie/index.php?l=en&mc=ca&sc=exr
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A passed examination of at least equivalent standard is a QQI full award at level 5 
(formerly FETAC) on the National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ) or a 
recognised foreign qualification. 
 
Useful reference points for establishing equivalence are: 
The NFQ is available on the Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI) 
website http://www.nfq-qqi.com/index.html . The framework is a system of levels for 
relating different qualifications (i.e. awards) to one another. This may assist you 
finding out if your examination is of an equivalent standard. 
 
For holders of foreign academic qualifications NARIC Ireland provides advice on the 
academic recognition of a foreign qualification by comparing it, where possible, to a 
major award at a certain level on the Irish National Framework of Qualifications 
(NFQ). You can search the database at: www.naric.ie. A comparability statement for 
each qualification listed is available for download. If you are unable to locate a 
particular qualification, you can submit a query using the query form at the above 
web address. 
 
I don’t have a leaving certificate or an educational award that is higher than a 
leaving certificate- can I still apply? 
 
Yes please do apply providing you have satisfactory relevant experience which 
encompasses demonstrable equivalent skills.  Please ensure you outline your 
experience which demonstrates your relevant skills under the eligibility criteria 
section of the online application form.   
 
The criteria for the selection exercise are based on the requirements of the post as 
outlined in the job specification. Therefore it is very important that you think about 
your experience in light of those requirements. 
 
Can I not provide this documentation to you later on? 

Ideally, you would be able to provide as much as possible of the documentation at 
application stage.  We ask for the necessary documentation upfront so that we can 
recruit more quickly and avoid delays. Fast, safe recruitment supports the health 
services and some of the testing centres need Community Swabbers now. 

If you cannot source any of the documents quickly, you can still apply for the 
campaign without them. The application form outlines what is mandatory and what is 
not.  

We need to recruit these roles as soon as possible in order to appoint staff to 
support the provision of health and social care. It has been our experience that we 
have to go back to candidates repeatedly to get the necessary documentation from 
them in order to appoint them into jobs. This slows down the entire recruitment 
process and has a negative impact on health services as it takes us longer to recruit 
staff into key services.  

https://emea01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nfq-qqi.com%2Findex.html&data=01%7C01%7Calambkin%40qqi.ie%7C71a72ad6f7724e01756108d4469a2aa5%7C190234163dd04df48e8a6fa858d28e32%7C0&sdata=Rhyd8uj3jd5U26Qtv1veCKjc9k9oI67n8KfNCuSc%2FbQ%3D&reserved=0
http://www.naric.ie/
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Due to the immediate need to fill jobs in certain test centres, it is likely we will start 
the recruitment clearance process (interview, reference etc) immediately.  As a 
result, we may not wait until the closing date has passed before we progress 
candidates for these roles.  This means when candidates complete the interview 
process/ clearances they can be offered roles quickly as the recruitment process will 
be partially completed already. All of this greatly aids a speedy recruitment time 
frame and helps the health service.  

You can still apply for the campaign without uploading documents. However, we 
would like to point out to you that we may fill jobs with the candidates who have all 
their recruitment clearances and documentation in place. This means if you do not 
have your documentation to us in a reasonable time (in line with service need) you 
may miss out on getting a job that another candidate is appointed into instead.   

It is better for your employment opportunities and for the health services if you 
upload as many of the documents we ask for at application stage.  

Why do you ask me to indicate if I have a disability on the application form? 

We ask candidates to indicate if they have a disability to highlight to the recruiters 
that reasonable accommodations may be required during the selection process to 
support the applicants’ candidature.  

We commit to making any reasonable accommodations for you in the recruitment 
process in order to give you the best opportunity to perform to your optimum in the 
application and screening process.    

How you will be contacted 

How will you contact me? 

We will contact you mainly via mobile phone (text/ phone call and email). 

Locations of jobs 

Where will I get a job?  

There are existing panels in place for many Community Testing Centre locations.  
Candidates who are successful at interview will be placed on a panel in order of 
merit with the highest scoring candidate being placed first, the next highest being 
placed 2nd etc.  If there is an existing panel in place this may take precedence over 
the newly formed panel for this campaign. 

We will aim to offer jobs to the candidates in order of merit. Due to the immediate 
need for these jobs to be filled in certain test centres, we may call candidates to 
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interview as they apply. Dependent on when candidates can be interviewed, this 
means a candidate with a lower order of merit may be placed in a job first with a 
candidate with a higher order of merit being placed in a later job should one be 
available. 

We will create additional panels and fill jobs in the following listed Community 
Healthcare Organisations (CHOs): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A named location will be your initial assigned work base, please note you are likely 

to be asked to work in other locations as well- flexibility is a key part of this role.  

 

Working in Different Locations 

CHO 1 Monaghan (Current Testing Centre is Castleblayney) 

CHO 1 Cavan (Current Testing Centre is Belturbet) 

CHO 1 Sligo (Current Testing Centre is Sligo Town) 

CHO 1 Leitrim (Current Testing Centre is Carrick on Shannon) 

CHO 1 Donegal (Current Testing Centers’ are Letterkenny & Donegal Town) 

CHO 2 Galway (Current Testing Centre is Galway Airport) 

CHO 2 Mayo (Current Testing Centre is Castlebar) 

CHO 2 Roscommon (Current Testing Centre is Castlerea) 

CHO 3 Clare (Current Testing Centre is Ennis) 

CHO 3 North Tipperary (Current Testing Centre is Nenagh) 

CHO 3 Limerick (Current Testing Centre is Limerick City) 

CHO 4 Cork (Current Testing Centers’ are the Lee & Dunmanway) 

CHO 4 Kerry (Current Testing Centre is Tralee) 

CHO 5 South Tipperary (Current Testing Centre is Clonmel) 

 CHO 5 Kilkenny (Current Testing Centre is Kilkenny City) 

CHO 5 Carlow (Current Testing Centre is Carlow Town) 

CHO 5 Waterford (Current Testing Centre is Waterford City) 

CHO 5 Wexford (Current Testing Centre is Wexford Town) 

CHO 6 Wicklow (Current Testing Centre is Kiladreenan) 

CHO 6 Dublin (Current Testing Centre is Sandyford) 

CHO 7 Dublin (Current Testing Centre is Tallaght) 

CHO 7 Kildare (Current Testing Centre is Punchestown) 

CHO 8 Longford (Current Testing Centre is Longford Town) 

CHO 8 Westmeath (Current Testing Centre is Mullingar) 

CHO 8 Offaly (Current Testing Centre is Tullamore) 

CHO 8 Laois (Current Testing Centre is Portlaoise) 

CHO 8 Meath (Current Testing Centre is Ashbourne) 

CHO 8 Louth (Current Testing Centre is Ardee) 

CHO 9 Dublin (Current Testing Centre is Blanchardstown) 
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Will I have to move around different Vaccination sites? 
 
You will be assigned a base.  Swabbing can take place in Community Test Centres, 
home-based testing, out break testing, residential care facilities and specific work 
locations. This means a key element of this role is flexibility to work in these different 
locations. 
 

Do I need to have my own car to work in different locations? 

An important part of this role is agility to work in different testing locations. Having 
access to your own transport is desirable as the Community Swabber may be 
required to move locations as needed.  

Will I get paid for travel? 

You will be assigned a base. If there is an approved requirement to travel as part of 
the role, travel and subsistence will be paid at Department of Health rates, in line 
with HSE standard arrangements. 

Hours of Work 

What are the hours of work? 

In general, the hours are 39 per week.  Part-time work will also be available and we 
encourage part time workers to apply.  

These roles may participate in a 5/7 rota (i.e. Monday-Sunday).  Contracted hours of 
work are liable to change between the projected hours of 7am-10pm over seven 
days to meet the requirements for extended day services. Staff may be required to 
participate in on-call rota as required. We would like to highlight that flexibility in 
relation to working hours to fulfil the requirements of the role is an important element 
of the job. 

We aim to match candidates’ availability with the Testing Centres’ rostering 
requirements, so we have the maximum number of the Swabbers available. 

I am only available to work part-time, should I apply? 

Yes, you should apply if interested in part time working only.  Our initial plan is to fill 
as many whole time (full time) roles as possible to support the Testing Centres’ 
rostering requirements. However, there is highly likely to be opportunities for part-
time working also.  
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For part- time working, there may be a minimum part time working requirement, to be 
worked in rostered shifts which may include a minimum number of hours of work per 
day.  

You should still apply if you can only work less than 24 hours per week and we 
encourage you to do so. We will aim to match candidates’ availability with Testing 
Centres’ staffing requirements.  
You will be asked further questions about your availability during the recruitment 
process after you apply.  

Holidays & Annual Leave 

What is the annual leave? 

The annual leave related to the job is 23 days. You will accrue annual leave on a pro 
rata basis in line with the terms and conditions of your contract. 

Salary 

Who much will I be paid? 

The salary scale for Community Swabber is: 

€29,337-€31,067-€32,106-€32,818-€33,433-€34,230-€34,716-€35,546-€36,397 

 

Which point of the pay scale will I go on? 

Generally, it will be the first point of the scale. You will be provided with clarification 
on this when are you offered a job. Incremental credit may be awarded in line with 
your relevant discipline experience.  

If I work outside my qualified discipline, what will I get paid? 

You will be appointed into a Community Swabber role and will be paid as a 
Community Swabber. This is regardless of the discipline you are qualified for.    

Reporting Structure 

Who will I report to? 
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The Community Swabber will report to the Testing Centre Coordinator/Deputy 
Testing Centre Coordinator as appropriate or delegated Manager within the CHO.  

Volunteers 

I want to volunteer and not be employed (not paid)? 

This recruitment campaign is being run to employ paid Swabbers.  If you would like 
to volunteer your services, please contact your local Community Healthcare 
Organisation directly.   

Training for the Role  

Will there be training for this role? 

Yes you will receive training for this role, you will be provided with further information 
on this when you accept a role. 

Personal Protective Equipment 

Will I receive Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)? 

Yes you will receive PPE to carry out this role.  Wearing PPE is a key requirement of 
this role and you will receive training on how to put it on and take it off. 

The Selection Process 

What is the Selection Process? 
 

There will be a number of stages of selection such as eligibility criteria review, 

interview, recruitment clearances such as reference check, Garda vetting etc. 

 

Online questionnaire: 

 
Before you apply, you will complete an online Community Swabber Self Assessment 
questionnaire.  Your answers to the questions are not scored and are not returned to 
us, but are returned to you only.  This will help you in considering your suitability for 
the role.   

 
Eligibility: 

 

We welcome applications from all suitably qualified individuals who meet the 

eligibility criteria for this role. Please do not apply if you do not meet the eligibility 
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criteria as your application will be deemed ineligible and withdrawn from the 

recruitment campaign at a later date.  

 

It is important that you ensure you have fully demonstrated your eligibility for the role 

in your application form.  

 

You don’t need healthcare experience to apply.  You will receive full training to carry 

out the job.   

 

Interview: 
 

A virtual (e.g. MS Teams) telephone interview will be arranged to make sure we 

match the right people with the right roles. We will make contact with people to 

arrange these as and where the needs are emerging to fill roles. In some cases we 

may conduct more in-depth selection processes and we will inform you of that at the 

time. 

 

Clearances: 
 

We reserve the right to remove candidates from the recruitment campaign and 

retract job offers if satisfactory clearances (e.g. references, security clearances) 

cannot be obtained or are unsatisfactory.   

 

References: 

 

As part of the selection process, we must be satisfied that we have satisfactory 

reference(s) which assures that the applicant’s past performance and behaviours are 

appropriate to the post.   

 

We ask you to provide the contact details for three referees, ideally from your current 
or most recent work if applicable. 
 
Please ensure that the referees you provide are from a professional/ clinical 
perspective, however if you cannot provide three professional references please 
provide an educational reference. 
 
We may not contact you prior to contacting your referee.  As a result, please ensure 
you confirm with your referee that you are listing them and their contact details you 
provide are accurate. 
 
Occupational Health: 

Occupational Health assessments will take place on all appointed to this role and 

your fitness for the role will be decided based on current guidance. 
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It is important that we continue to safeguard not only our clients, but also anyone 

working with and for the HSE, so a health assessment may take place. This can be 

paper based, by phone or in person – the most appropriate process will be 

determined by Occupational Health 

Garda/ Police Clearance: 

In line the National Vetting Bureau Children & Vulnerable Persons Act (2012) all 
persons working in patient facing roles will need to be Garda Vetted.  

Garda Vetting clearance is specific to the actual role so you must apply for Garda 
Vetting for the role of Vaccinator, even if you have already undergone Garda Vetting 
for another role (e.g. the role of Doctor or Nurse).   

To ensure this does not delay your contribution to this important initiative, please 
respond to any Garda Vetting requests you receive as soon as you can. 

I have a criminal conviction, should I still apply? 

We cannot make that decision for you as this is specific to each individual. The 
nature of your conviction would determine whether or not you could proceed to a role 
that supports this initiative. 

Agency Workers 

I am an agency worker, can I apply for the role of Vaccinator? 

This is an open recruitment campaign. Any applicant who meets the eligibility criteria 

is invited to apply.  You don’t need healthcare experience to apply.  You will receive 

full training to carry out the job.   

 

Be on Call for Ireland applicants 

I have applied for Be on Call for Ireland- do I need to make a new application 
for this job if I am interested? 

Yes you will need to make a new application due to the specific requirements of this 
new recruitment initiative. This is because the information you provided in early 2020 
will now be out of date from a compliance perspective- for example the Garda 
Vetting will now have expired and a new application needs to be made for the role of 
Swabber, any professional reference will need to be reflective of any recent work you 
have undertaken, an Occupational Health assessment needs to be carried out in 
relation to the Swabber role etc.  
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We also need new information from you as regards this Swabber campaign- location 
choice etc. This all necessitates a new application.  We appreciate that applicants 
may have already engaged with the recruitment process for COVID-19 related roles, 
however our appointment process requires that we have the most up to date 
information that is relevant to the role of Swabber. 

Social Welfare Payments 

If I take up a job will I still get my Social Welfare payments? 

Social Welfare rules will apply and will depend on your individual circumstances. As 
this will be decided by your particular circumstances and the type of employment 
offered to you, further clarification can be given to you when you are being offered a 
job. 

COVID-19 Vaccine 

Will I be vaccinated when I start in the job? 

A vaccination will be offered to all Health Care Workers who are not currently 

vaccinated when they start working at the Testing Centres, and this will be provided 

at the earliest possible opportunity, in line with vaccine administration guidelines 

provided by the National Immunisation Advisory Committee (NIAC).  

About Covid-19 

I have an underlying medical condition, can I still work? 

If you have an underlying medical condition you should disclose this to us if/ when 
we contact you. We will be guided by Occupational Health in assigning workers. 

Am I more likely to get COVID-19 if I take this job? 

COVID-19 is an infectious virus. Health care workers will be advised by the health 
service on how to reduce transmission and protect yourself. 

What if I don’t know that I have COVID-19 and I start working? 

If you believe you have been exposed to someone with COVID-19 or experience the 
symptoms, you should follow the existing public health advice including notifying 
your line manager immediately. 

Where can I find out more about COVID-19 or coronavirus? 
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Keep yourself updated with the most up to date health care advice by 
visiting hse.ie/coronavirus. 

Contact Us 

I have further queries that are not answered above? 

If you have queries in relation to the recruitment and selection process once your 

application is submitted, please contact us by email on: 

CommunitySwabber@hbsrecruitmentservices.ie 

 

 

http://www.hse.ie/coronavirus
mailto:CommunitySwabber@hbsrecruitmentservices.ie

